In this chapter, you will begin by taking a look at what I mean by language-oriented programming, a term that has been used by many people to mean different things. I'll also briefly discuss its advantages and disadvantages. Next, you'll look at several different approaches to language-oriented programming in F#. These techniques include using F# literals to create little languages and using F# quotations. You'll spend the bulk of this chapter looking at examples where you create a language, then create an interpreter to execute that language. Finally, you'll take a more detailed look at how languages are executed, including a performance comparison of interpreted or compiled execution techniques.
What Is Language-Oriented Programming?
People use the term language-oriented programming to describe many different programming techniques, but the techniques they refer to tend to share a common theme. It's quite common for programmers to have to implement a predefined language; often this is because you need to extract structured data from information stored or received as string or XML data that conforms to this predefined language. The techniques introduced in this chapter will help you do this more reliably. Related to this is the idea of little languages, or domain-specific languages (DSLs); you might want to create a DSL when the best way to solve a problem is to create a custom language to describe the problem and then use this language to solve that problem. Functional programming has always had a strong relationship with language-oriented programming because functional programming languages generally have features that are well suited to creating parsers and compilers.
Data Structures as Little Languages
Taking advantage of language-oriented development doesn't necessarily mean writing your own parser or compiler. That said, you will learn how to create parsers in the next chapter; you can them combine such parsers with the techniques in this chapter to start building a simple compiler. You can accomplish a lot by creating data structures that describe what you want to do and then creating functions or modules that define how the structure should be interpreted.
You can create data structures that represent a program in just about any language, but F# lends itself well to this approach. F#'s literal lists and arrays are easy to define and require no bulky type annotations. Its union types allow you to create structures that express related concepts, but do not necessarily contain the same types of data. You can take advantage of this to build tree-like structures, which prove useful when creating languages. Finally, you can treat functions as values, so you can easily embed functions within data structures. This means F# expressions can become part of your language, usually as an action in response to some particular condition of the language.
Let's start by taking a look at a DSL predefined in the FSharp.PowerPack.dll. The Arg module allows users to build a command-line argument parser quickly. It does this by using F#'s union and list types to create a little language that is then interpreted by a number of functions provided in the Arg module.
The Arg module exposes a tuple type called argspec that consists of two strings and a union type called spec. The first string in the tuple specifies the name of the command-line argument. The second item in the tuple is the union-type spec, which specifies what the command-line argument is; for example, it specifies whether it is followed by a string value or just a flag? It also specifies what should be done if and when the command-line token is found. The final string in the tuple is a text description of what the flag does. This will be printed to the console in the case of a mistake in the command-line arguments. It also serves as a useful note to the programmer.
The Arg module exposes two functions for parsing arguments: parse, which parses the command passed in on the command line; and parse_argv, which requires that you pass the arguments directly to it. You should pass both functions a list of type argspec describing the command-line arguments expected, a function that will be passed all the command-line arguments not prefixed with -, and finally, a string to describe the usage.
The module also exposes a third function usage, which you can pass a list of type argspec and use to write out the usage directly.
The following example demonstrates how to build an argument parser in this manner. You store the parameters collected from the command line in identifiers for later use; in this case, you will write them to the console: [ "-set", Arg.Set myFlag, "Sets the value myFlag"; "-clear", Arg.Clear myFlag, "Clears the value myFlag"; "-str_val", Arg.String(fun x -> myString := x), "Sets the value myString"; "-int_val", Arg.Int(fun x -> myInt := x), "Sets the value myInt"; "-float_val", Arg.Float(fun x -> myFloat := x), "Sets the value myFloat"; ]
if System.Environment.GetCommandLineArgs().Length <> 1 then Arg.parse argList (fun x -> myStringList := x :: !myStringList) "Arg module demo" else Arg.usage argList "Arg module demo" exit 1
